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CS-105 DCC Command Station

& Booster Manual
Featuring

● 5 Amp Continuous DCC Track Output with User Adjustable Current Limit

● Supports 12V or 15V Power Supplies

● Soft Start Power Up Accommodating Multiple Sound Locomotives

● Short Circuit and Load Current Reporting

● 5 Status LEDs for Easy Status and Diagnostics

● LCC Features

○ CAN Data and Power Port

○ Plain English Configuration

○ WiFi and CAN Interfaces

○ Smart-phone, tablet, or PC WiFi enabled configuration

○ Up to 10 WiFi Throttles when using an external WiFi Access Point (Router)

○ Up to 4 WiFi Throttles in self hosted WiFi Access Point mode

○ Up to 250 Throttles through auxiliary LCC WiFi base stations

● Up to 62 Cab Bus (NCE, Ramtraxx, and SystemOne) Throttles and Accessories

● Up to 31 XpressNET (Lenz, Roco, ZTC, etc...) Throttles and Accessories

● Up to 260 Locomotives and Consists

● WiThrottle™ and Engine Driver through JMRI and WifiTrax WFD-30/31

● DCC Programing on the Main (with CV read-back via RailCom®)

● Global RailCom® Detector to Support Compatible Boosters

● Dedicated DCC Programming Track Output

● Märklin/Motorola protocol decoders also supported

● Software updateable by the User

Train Control Systems Phone (215) 453-9145
P.O. Box 341 Fax (215) 267-0735
845 Blooming Glen Rd. Email tcs@tcsdcc.com
Blooming Glen, PA 18911 Web www.tcsdcc.com
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1 Introduction
The CS-105 is designed to be a next-generation NMRA DCC and Märklin/Motorola command station
featuring on-board WiFi with full support for NMRA LCC. An Auxiliary Cab Bus port is also provided which
can be used with some of the proprietary system buses of other manufacturers. The CS-105 has the
capacity to scale from small, to large, to huge model railroads.1

Shown above is an example of how the CS-105 can expand using other LCC devices, as well as how you
can seamlessly integrate existing devices from other manufacturers.

1.1 Specifications
● 5 Ampere maximum Continuous Current Rating (add-on Boosters Available)
● Up to 4 LCC WiFi Throttles via on-board WiFi Access Point
● Up to 62 Cab Bus (NCE, Ramtraxx™, and SystemOne™) Throttles and Accessories (via RJ-11)
● Up to 31 XpressNet™ (Lenz, Roco, ZTC, etc...) Throttles and Accessories (via RJ-11)
● One RailCom® detector
● One dual-RJ45 header for LCC Communication
● Support for LCC & DCC Data Transmission Over LCC
● 400mA output current capacity per LCC port
● Unlimited WiFi Throttle Connections Through Auxiliary LCC-enabled WiFi Base Station(s)
● Simultaneous running for up to 260 Locomotives and Consists

1 Provides NMRA S-9.1.2 Full Scale Power Station (Booster) Interface output capable of supplying 400mA, enough to
support more than 30 TCS boosters.
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1.2 Physical Overview
The CS-105 features a case design which is symmetrical in nature, meaning that it can be mounted or
oriented in just about any way you could possibly need to, even vertically! TCS does advise against having
any obstruction on the vented sides of the case in order to allow for passive air flow, however. We will be
referring to these vented sides as Side A and Side B, since what the “back” and “front” are are up to you.

Side A features: 1) Single RJ-11 jack 2) Tactile push button 3) Single red LED.

Side B features: 1) Green 3-pin connector with detachable screw terminal 2) Black 2-pin connector with
detachable screw terminal 3) DC Power input jack 4) Dual RJ-45 LCC connector with four LEDs

The purpose of the LEDs is described in detail in the section below.
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1.3 Status LEDs
The CS-105 includes a total of five LEDs for providing information about the device’s status. The LEDs are
also used during configuration as described in the Push Button Configuration section. Additionally, both the
user and TCS support can use these LEDs in order to Troubleshoot issues.

On Side A of the CS-105 there is a single red Power LED. This LED is constantly on whenever the CS-105
has incoming power. On Side B, the dual RJ-45 LCC connector has the remaining four LEDs in a Yellow,
Green, Yellow, Green pattern as shown below:

Normal Operation
(From L to R) CS Booster

LED 1 - Yellow
closest to the barrel
jack

Track Power
- solid on: track power on
- solid off: track power off
- fast blink, short circuit
- slow blink: thermal overload

LED 2 - Green CAN Active and LCC Activity
- solid on: CAN bus connected
- solid off: CAN bus disconnected
- blink: LCC activity (TX)

LED 3 - Yellow WiFi Status
- blink: searching /
connecting
- constant off, AP mode
- constant on, client mode

Incoming DCC signal
- on DCC signal present
- off DCC signal absent

LED 4 - Green WiFi/LCC Full - Either:
- 4 WiFi clients (on)
- 10 LCC sockets (on)

Identify LED
Press button in CDI - LED
comes on for 30 seconds

LED 4 - Green
(upon crash)

Blink Codes2

Bootloader
When the device is in Firmware Upgrade mode, LED 1 and LED 4 are alternately blinking like a grade
crossing. LED 2 (LCC) and LED 3 (WiFi) are operating as normal.

2 Blink Codes are defined in detail in the Troubleshooting section of this guide
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2 Track Output3

The CS-105 track output can be driven from a wide range of voltages. The output voltage of the system to
the track will be the same as the input voltage. The output voltage of the system can be displayed at any4

time from a TCS throttle as described in the Configuration section of this manual.

The built-in DCC booster of the CS-105 is designed for a continuous capacity of 5 Amps. This output is also
compatible with the Märklin/Motorola protocol, and both protocols can be in use at the same time. The
CS-105 may be used to power any scale, but it is important to ensure that you are capable of powering
your layout with the system. In some cases, one or more add-on devices such as the TCS B-106 Booster
may be necessary in order to supply some extra current capacity. Modern N and HO scale locomotive
motors are typically very efficient, even under load. Below, we have included a table for some examples of
typical load values which can help you determine if the CS-105 is capable of supplying your typical
operation by itself:

Locomotive Type Typical Current Draw Locomotive Max Count (Typical)

Idle/Stationary 0.05A - 0.10A 50 - 100

Idle/Stationary with sound 0.15A - 0.25A 20 - 33

N scale under load 0.15A - 0.35A 14 - 33

N scale under load with sound 0.30A - 0.50A 10 - 16

HO scale under load 0.25A - 0.50A 10 - 20

HO scale under load with sound 0.35A - 0.65A 7 - 14

Note that the values in the table above are very generalized. Your results will vary for your own
locomotives. Some older HO and N scale locomotives used much less efficient motors and can
subsequently draw more current. The built in booster has the ability to measure track current, and this
feature can be used to characterize a given locomotive for its typical current draw.

The built in booster is equipped with a soft-start mechanism to automatically limit the inrush current
symptomatic of older first generation sound decoders.

Additional external boosters may be added to the system for supplemental power, always be sure to include
the booster common shown in the diagram below (green wire):

4 Output and Input Voltages will vary slightly due to negligible rectification and propagation losses.

3 The terms “power station” and “booster” are used to refer to the track output(s) of the system as defined in NMRA
S-9.1 and are not in reference to external, add-on boosters unless otherwise specified.
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Shown above is a simplified diagram of how to wire the CS-105 into a LCC network with an additional
B-106

3 Throttle Support

3.1 WiFi
The CS-105 has built-in WiFi. The WiFi interface can be used for connecting different accessories including
LCC throttles, LCC accessories, gateways & repeaters, and computer software such as JMRI. The CS-105
WiFi has several limitations that may need to be considered.

Number of Simultaneous Connected Devices Supported Limit

Access Point mode (default, not using an external Access Point or router) 4

Station mode (client to an external Access Point or router) 10

In order to simultaneously connect more than 10 LCC throttles over WiFi, auxiliary WiFi base stations (sold
separately) or a WiFi LCC repeater software running on a PC can be added in order to expand the number
of connected WiFi devices to 250.

The default WiFi Configuration for the CS-105 is as follows:

SSID: Password: Port Number: Connect Mode:

LAYOUTWIFI 123456789 12021 LCC

Note: This configuration is programmed into TCS WiFi throttles such as the UWT-100 and UWT-50 by
default as the first profile. For more information about configuring the CS-105 WiFi modes, see the WiFi
Configuration section of this guide.

3.1.1 LCC 
LCC Over WiFi
TCS Universal WiFi Throttles can be connected to the CS-105 by placing them on the same WiFi network
as either the CS-105 or an auxiliary WiFi base station. Once on the same network, a UWT will automatically
connect to the CS-105.5

5 The default profile must not be overwritten or deleted and the default WiFi configuration of the CS-105 is unchanged.
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Wired LCC Throttles
TCS T-50 wired throttles, and/or LT-50 handhelds can be connected directly to the CS-105 through the
on-board dual-RJ-45 LCC header, and/or through add-on LCC fascia panels also available from TCS. If you
connect a T-50 directly to the CS-105 without any other connections on the LCC bus, you must plug a LCC
terminator into the other open port.

Additional LCC throttles, including those controlled by a computer program such as JMRI, can be
connected to and operate trains on the CS-105 through the use of a LCC transceiver such as the LCC
Buffer-USB or LCC-LocoNet Gateway devices available from RR-CirKits Inc.

3.1.2 WiThrottle™ and Engine Driver
WiThrottle™ and Engine Driver throttles can be connected to the CS-105 by using the WiThrottle Protocol
server in JMRI or by using the WFD-30/31 modules from WiFiTrax connected through the Auxiliary
connector in NCE/Ramtraxx/SystemOne Cab Bus mode.

3.1.3 Autodiscovery
The CS-105 uses a standard protocol called mDNS in order for throttles to automatically connect to it when
placed on the same network. Using this protocol, the CS-105 broadcasts its existence over the WiFi
network so that the throttles know how to find and connect to it.

Some networks and WiFi routers block or do not support mDNS packets. In this rare case, it may become
necessary to configure the CS-105 to use a static IP address and manually configure each throttle to
connect using this IP address. More information about this procedure can be found on the TCS website.

3.2 NCE, Ramtraxx, SystemOne Support
NCE, Ramtraxx, and SystemOne throttles are supported by this system through the Auxiliary Cab Bus
port. More information can be found on the TCS Wiki at https://docs.tcsdcc.com/wiki/Cab_Bus.While every
effort has been made to provide a seamless user experience compared to these throttles on their original
system(s), a few features have been added in order to enhance the user experience further. Most of these
added features are only available on NCE, Ramtraxx, and SystemOne Cabs with a 2x16 character LCD.

The Auxiliary Cab Bus in NCE mode also supports the WifiTrax WFD-30/31 WiFi bridge, and the ISE
ProtoThrottle base station (NCE-compatible model).

!!WARNING!! Cab address 1 is reserved and should not be used.

3.2.1 NCE Wireless
The NCE wireless system is fully supported. Because of some intrinsic properties of the NCE wireless
system, the behavior of throttles running wirelessly will differ as follows:

1. The EXPN button on NCE cabs is reserved for wireless setup. The EXPN button will not work as
described in the section(s) below. To use the EXPN button as described below, on a wireless cab,
plug the cab in such that it is not using wireless.

2. Normally, when the Horn/Whistle button is pressed, the appropriately assigned function status is
changed to active on the LCD for the duration during which the Horn/Whistle button is held down.
Because the NCE wireless system provides less communications bandwidth than when running
wired, this feature is disabled in wireless mode. This helps to improve overall NCE wireless
performance.

© 2022 Train Control Systems Page 10 of 49
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3. Custom graphics, such as the bell, whistle, and superscript numbers are not displayed. The NCE
wireless system does not support custom graphics when operating in wireless mode.

3.2.2 Main LCD Screen
The screen layout for the wired cab support has been designed to closely match that of the original system.
The general positioning of things such as the loco number, speed, direction, and active functions will remain
largely unchanged, while at the same time being enhanced to offer more information.

The user experience of the main LCD screen has been enhanced. With these enhancements, It is now
possible to view the status of up to 28 functions and display locomotive names that are longer than four
digits. To rotate between displaying functions 0 - 9, 10 - 19, and 20 - 28 respectively, one can use the
"sticky shift" key. Sticky shift is accessed by pressing the Headlight key while holding down the Shift key.

The following example shows the display for a NCE Wireless throttle with a traditional four digit locomotive
address on the first row, as well as a system clock. The second row shows the current direction, with F for
forward and R for reverse, the current speed, and functions 0(L), 9, 10, 15, 19, 20, and 28 turned on
respectively. Note the '.' and ':' characters. When present, these denote which decade of functions is being
shown.

The following example shows the display for a NCE wired throttle with a locomotive with a named roster
entry on the first row. The second row shows R for reverse, 035 for speed, and functions L, 9, 10, 15, 19,
20, and 28 turned on respectively. Note the superscript '1' and '2' numbers. When present, these denote
which decade of functions is being shown. Because custom superscript graphics are not supported in
wireless mode, they are not used when operating in wireless mode.

When a greater than four digit locomotive address is active, up to 12 total digits can be shown. The first four
digits are always shown, however, the Enter key can be used to toggle between showing digits 5 through
12 or the clock.

© 2022 Train Control Systems Page 11 of 49
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3.2.3 Select Loco
The Select Loco button has been expanded to allow additional entry methods.

Number of times the Select
Loco Key is Pressed

Action

1 Enter a two or four digit DCC address. To
enter a four-digit address that is less than 128,
add an extra leading zero. Example: to select
long address 58, type in 058.

2 Enter Märklin-Motorola address

3 Scrolling list of database search query results.
Enter digits to filter the list. Use the INC/DEC
buttons or thumbwheel encoder to scroll
through the list.

The scrolling list search entry can be particularly useful when trying to use locomotive protocols that are not
DCC or Märklin-Motorola. A direct wirelessly equipped locomotive designed to natively use the LCC
protocol is one such example. Up and down arrows indicate which direction(s) the list can be scrolled.
Because custom graphics are not supported in wireless mode, a '.' is used in their place or the up and down
arrows when operating in wireless mode.

The additional entry methods are only available on cabs that have LCD's. For cabs without LCD's (Cab-04,
Cab-06, etc…), address entry is always DCC mode and search is not supported. A non-DCC address can
be assigned to a cab without an LCD through the ASSIGN LOCO->CAB programming menu on an LCD
cab.

© 2022 Train Control Systems Page 12 of 49
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3.2.4 Macro Button
The Macro key allows one to execute the traditional macros managed by the command station. However, it
also allows for sending 64-bit LCC events. If the number entered exceeds the maximum Macro number
supported, the menu heading will switch from MACRO to EVENT. Press Enter after all 16 hexadecimal
digits of the event have been entered in order to send the LCC event number onto the LCC bus. While
cumbersome for normal operations, the ability to manually enter and send a 16-digit hexadecimal LCC
event can be a useful troubleshooting tool. The EXPN key can be pressed to enter hexadecimal digits A
through F.

3.2.5 Select Accessory
Upon entering an accessory address, the last known state of the accessory (N/ON or R/OFF) will be
indicated with an arrow (< or >). If the last state is unknown, a question mark will be displayed.

© 2022 Train Control Systems Page 13 of 49
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3.2.6 Locomotive Functions
Because the Command Station database supports associating locomotive specific functions types with a
given function number (Bell, Horn, Whistle, etc…), the function number on the display can be substituted for
an appropriate symbol or letter representing that function type.

When pressing the EXPN button, the user can view the status of all functions 0 through 28. Superscript
characters are used in order to delimit functions 10 through 19 and 20 through 28.

3.2.7 Emergency Stop
TODO

3.2.8 Locomotive Names
TODO

© 2022 Train Control Systems Page 14 of 49
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3.2.9 Legacy Throttles
Some very old NCE, Ramtraxx, and SystemOne LCD throttles with older software revisions do not support
all of the latest Cab Bus commands. In order for these throttles to still work, there is a configuration setting
in the command station that can disable the use of these newer Cab Bus commands for any one or more
given cab addresses. This allows these older throttles to still be used with some degraded functionality.
Below is a list of older throttes and software versions that are known to require "Legacy Mode Enabled".

● SystemOne WCT-01 (V2.0 and earlier)
● SystemOne WCT-02 (V2.0 and earlier)

Because these older cabs have been out of production for more than 10 years, they are very difficult to
acquire for testing. Please contact TCS if additional throttle versions are found to require "Legacy Mode
Enabled", or if a throttle version is found to not work at all, so that TCS can update the list and/or provide a
fix. TODO: not implemented yet.

3.2.10 Unsupported NCE, Ramtraxx, and SystemOne Hardware

Device Comments

NCE Auxiliary Input Unit (AIU) Support is under development and will be provided in a future software
release which can be updated by the user.

NCE Mini Panel Support is under development and will be provided in a future software
release which can be updated by the user.

NCE USB Adapter Limited functionality. Only train operations supported.

NCE Macro Panel No plans to support. This is not an officially released product from NCE.

Disclaimer The list of items above is comprehensive as of the publication of this
document. It is possible that other unsupported products exist which
may not be listed here.

3.3 XpressNet™ Support6

More information about XpressNET support can be found on the TCS Wiki at
https://docs.tcsdcc.com/wiki/XpressNET.

6 XpressNet™ is a trademark of Lenz Elektronik GmbH
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4 Locomotive and Consist Roster
The CS-105 stores settings about each DCC (and M/M) address, called the Roster Settings. This
information is persisted across power cycles, and also includes the consists. You can check the amount of
available storage in DCC System Settings > Status > Free Storage.

The purpose of the database is to keep track of locomotive specific configuration that can enhance the
operating experience. For example, the database can keep track of what DCC function numbers
correspond to a given feature such as bell or whistle. A user specified name for the locomotive can also be
configured, and this will be shown on the throttles. This can allow the user to recall and control locomotives
by a convenient name rather than by DCC address. Note: it is not possible to have multiple roster entries
with the same DCC address.

For example, we have two locomotives:

1. Santa Fe SD40 with cab number 567
2. Southern Pacific SD50 with cab number 567

The traditional method is to assign a DCC address of 567 to the locomotive matching the cab
number. Because of the address conflict in this example, this is no longer possible. The database
can be used to associate an arbitrary DCC address to a specific locomotive name that will be
displayed on the throttle.

Assigned DCC Address Example Database Name (displayed on throttle to the user)

1 SF 567 SD40

2 SP 567 SD50

For this reason, we also recommend never assigning short address 3 to a roster entry. Short address 3 is
the default address for all DCC decoders. If you want to be able to test a decoder on address 3 before
reprogramming its address, you should leave address 3 out of your saved roster.

Some throttles such as the TCS UWT-100, as well as NCE throttles with an LCD display, have the ability to
present a list of possible locomotive names based on a search. In this example, if the user enters the
number 567 on the throttle, a list is provided containing both the Santa Fe SD40 and the Southern Pacific
SD50. The user can choose the appropriate locomotive to control without knowledge or regard to its
arbitrarily assigned DCC address. You can type in other numbers that appear in the stored names as well,
such as ‘40’ to get all SD40’s, or ‘35’ to get all GP35’s.

4.1 Creating a New Roster Entry
In order to create a new database entry for a locomotive, you first need to use a throttle to enter its address.
After entering the address of the new locomotive on the throttle, it will appear in the system’s operational
memory, the list under “Select Loco”, and the packet handler stack. This entry will exist only until the
system powers down, whether or not it is ever given any commands. The persistent storage is only used
when some settings of the locomotive are changed. There are a few ways to do this.
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4.1.1 Throttle Configuration
Through a TCS throttle such as the UWT-100, you can view and modify roster data for any locomotive at
any time. After selecting the address you would like to modify, enter the menu, then navigate to 8 Settings >
3 Roster Settings. The throttle may take a few moments to download the contents of the roster file from the7

command station.

Once in the Roster Settings menu, you will be presented with all of the options for the loco. These options
are:

1. Loco Name
2. User Description
3. Speed Step Mode
4. F0 Behavior
5. Functions
6. Delete From Roster?

Note: F0 Behavior is covered in greater detail in the Consist Configuration section of this documentation.

4.1.2 JMRI Configuration
Once you have set up a JMRI connection to your CS-105, you can view and modify the internal roster data
through a DecoderPro or PanelPro interface for any locomotive at any time. After launching either program,
select the LCC dropdown from the menu, then select Configure Nodes. A new window will appear which
displays all of the “nodes” in your LCC network, which will include trains and consists in the operational
memory of the system, as well as any connected LCC throttles, boosters, and other LCC accessories.

To modify the roster data for any of the locos in the system, select it from within the window, and then press
“Open Configuration dialog.” The program may take a few moments to download the contents of the roster
file from the command station.

7 This typically happens only once; the second time of entering the menu is faster.
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Once in the Roster Settings menu, you will be presented with all of the options for the loco. These options
are identical to the ones available when changing the configuration through a TCS throttle.You can see an
example configuration below:

© 2022 Train Control Systems Page 18 of 49
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4.2 Deleting an Existing Roster Entry
An individual roster entry can be deleted by using the “Delete From Roster?” option in the throttle or JMRI
node configuration menu. If you would like to delete your entire roster, you can perform a Factory Reset as
described in the Factory Reset section.

4.3 Function Configuration for Roster Entries
The TCS system has extensive configuration settings for each locomotive and each function thereof,
enabling convenient and prototypical operations for both solo and consisted locomotives. Additionally, a
help feature is available on all TCS throttles, enabling the engineer to view a list of all functions on the
throttle display, and displaying upon each function button press the matching function. This is convenient,
because operators do not have to memorize which button number performs what function.

4.3.1 Function Names
To select the displayed name of a given function number, go into Functions, select the number, then
Display. A list of common function names will appear for selection.

If the list under Display does not contain the desired name, then select Description to enter arbitrary text for
the function name. After the text in Description has been changed, the selection under Display is ignored.
To return to the list-based selection, an empty Description has to be written.

4.3.2 Momentary Functions
A momentary function is active on the locomotive so long as the respective throttle button is held down, and
turned off when the button is released. A typical momentary function is horn or whistle.

A latching function is turned on upon a button press, then stays on when the button is released. The
function is turned off when the button is pressed again.

Each function can separately be configured as momentary or latching. By default F2 is momentary and all
other functions are latching.

4.4 Consist Settings
The consisting system within the TCS Command Station is unique, and functions differently than other
consisting systems. For more details on how internal consisting works within the CS-105, please refer to
the section on Consisting.

Consist settings for locomotive functions are stored within the roster configuration for each locomotive.
These settings only become active when said locomotive is in a consist, and are automatically disabled
when the consist is disbanded, or the locomotive is returned to single-unit operation. The main advantage
to this method is that if the same locomotive is entered into the same consist, or another again in the future,
the same settings are immediately restored without any need to reconfigure the consist settings from
scratch.

4.4.1 Consist Behavior
This setting can be individually adjusted for every function from two options: A) Current Cab Only B)
Consist.
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In Current Cab Only mode, the function is activated by a throttle only if that throttle has selected this
particular locomotive. An example for using “current cab only” control would be a function such as the bell
or horn, as well as certain light functions such as ditch lights, which in real life is only activated by the lead
unit in a consist.

In Consist mode the function is activated by all throttles, independent of which locomotive is dialed on the
throttle. All functions influencing the motor or movement of the locomotives should be set to Consist mode,
such as Momentum, ABV, Brake, Brake Release, Rev Up/Down (Manual Notch Up/Down), etc.

By default, all function numbers are set to Consist mode except for Function 1 and Function 2, which are
assumed to be Bell and Horn/Whistle respectively.

4.4.2 Headlight MU switch
The MU Switch feature, available under the F0 submenu, is a unique feature of the TCS command station
which aims to add another layer of realism to consist control. This feature is based on real-life locomotive
operation, particularly in “modern” diesel locomotives. Depending on the configuration of this “switch”, the
lighting setup and control for F0F and F0R will change behind the scenes. The MU Switch feature has four
options to select from.

A) Solo Unit

Solo Unit is the default configuration, and makes no changes to the behavior and operation of the loco.

B) Coupled at Rear

Coupled at Rear means that this loco is an out-ward facing locomotive at either the front OR rear of the
consist, and is coupled to the rest of the consist or cars by its REAR coupler. In this mode, if F0 is ON, only
the “front” facing headlight will come on and the “rear” headlight facing the consist will remain off all the
time.

C) Coupled at Front

Coupled at Front means that this loco is an out-ward facing locomotive at either the front OR rear of the
consist, and is coupled to the rest of the consist or cars by its FRONT coupler. In this mode if F0 is ON, only
the “rear” facing headlight will come on and the “front” headlight facing the consist will remain off all the
time.

D) Middle Unit

Middle Unit means that this loco is somewhere in the middle of the consist, and is coupled to the rest of the
consist or cars by BOTH couplers. In this mode, neither the “front” or “rear” facing headlights will come on,
and will remain off all the time regardless of the status of Button 0.

4.5 Special Features of Headlight (F0)
For headlight, the Consist Behavior and MU switch options as described above are available in the Roster
Settings > F0 submenu.

4.5.1 Directional Control
Directional Control is a unique feature to the TCS command station. This option, which is disabled by
default, works behind the scenes to simulate the real-life headlight control of a locomotive without the need
to do CV programming to remap the headlights to different buttons. This feature is not exclusive to
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consisted locomotives, nor is it enabled or disabled by entering or disbanding a consist; however, it is a
feature which many users may find most useful when operating a locomotive which is frequently added to
and removed from consists.

If this feature is enabled, the command station will keep in its memory separate controls and registers for
Button 0 when traveling in the forward direction and the reverse direction. This means that if you are
traveling in the forward direction and press button 0, the forward headlight will come on. When you change
directions to reverse, the reverse headlight will be off until you press Button 0 again. Your throttle will reflect
this as well, by toggling the function status on-screen when you change direction.

NOTE: This feature assumes that your decoder is in a “default” state where F0F and F0R outputs from your
decoder are tied to the same button (F0), and are configured for directional lighting. This feature may break
Rule 17 configurations of your decoder depending on the implementation from the decoder manufacturer.

Directional Control is also available as F100 under Menu > Operations > Loco Functions on TCS throttles.
This controls the same setting and is persistent across power cycles.

4.5.2 Blank F0 Forward/Reverse
Blank F0 Forward means that the headlight will not come on when the direction on the throttle is Forward.
This setting is helpful when there is a train or other engines coupled to the loco at the front coupler. Similar
for Reverse, with the rear coupler.

These options are available as F101/F102 under Menu > Operations > Loco Functions on TCS throttles.
When changing these settings, the MU switch will be adjusted in the Roster Settings, and persisted across
power cycles.

5 Operating Trains

5.1 Speed and Function Operations
When the command station is powered up, all locomotives will be set to speed zero, forward, with all
functions off. To begin running a train, use the “select loco” function of your connected throttle and type in
an address or select a locomotive from the active locomotives list.

The CS-105 supports F0 to F68 for DCC decoders, and F0 to F4 for Märklin-Motorola decoders.

The default selection is 128 speed steps for DCC decoders, and protocol version II for M/M decoders. To8

change the speed step mode, open the Roster Settings of the given locomotive, and modify the Speed Step
Mode setting. This setting will be saved in persistent storage and the CS-105 will remember it after a power
cycle.

The TCS Command System supports more than one throttle driving the same locomotive. When one
throttle changes the locomotive speed or functions, other throttles will automatically update their screen.

5.2 Consisting
The TCS Command System uses the LCC protocol for consisting. Consists can be created by any LCC
throttle (such as the UWT-100, UWT-50, LT-50 or T-50 throttles by TCS). Consists can be set up not only
across DCC locomotives, but using an arbitrary mixture of DCC, M/M, or direct LCC (wireless) locomotives.

8 Protocol version II allows directional 14 speed steps and controlling F0 to F4 functions.
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When selecting any of the consisted locomotives on a throttle, the entire consist will be operated: speed
control and function control commands will automatically act on the consist, even if the given LCC throttle
does not support the consisting protocol.

When operating functions such as horn (typically F2), the CS-105 will differentiate whether the throttle has
selected the current locomotive (horn will sound) or a different locomotive of the consist (horn will not
sound). This behavior can be selected or disabled for each DCC address and each function number9

specifically, see the Section Locomotive and Consist Roster. There is an additional headlights feature for
prototypical diesel consists described in that section.

The Current Cab feature allows switching between different locomotives in a consist. This changes the
relative display of forward/backward on the throttle display, and also changes which locomotive will sound
the horn, if the given function’s consist behavior is configured to “Current Cab Only”. To change the Current
Cab on a TCS throttle, press ENTER when a consist is selected.

The CS-105 stores consists in persistent storage. This means that your consists are saved between
operating sessions and across power cycles. When a throttle selects a locomotive which is in a consist, all
other consist members are automatically started and the consist is assembled on that throttle. This means
that a consist can be handed over from one throttle to another; and a consist can be released on a throttle
and picked up later on the same or different throttle by selecting any of the locomotives in the consist.

It is possible to have two different throttles select two different members of the same consist at the same
time. When one throttle changes the consist speed or functions, other throttles will automatically update
their screen.

5.3 Technical information
NOTE: The information in this section is subject to change in future software releases.

5.3.1 Status screen
Some technical information about the current operation of the CS-105 can be viewed in JMRI’s by opening
the CS-105 configuration screen, then clicking the Status segment, or under Menu > Settings > DCC
System Settings > Status on a TCS throttle.

5.3.2 Locomotive stack
The CS-105 maintains an internal operative memory about the locomotives that it is controlling. This
memory allows the CS-105 to generate periodic messages to DCC and M/M decoders as required by the
protocol standard, as well as provide information for a throttle or computer software about the current speed
and functions for a given train upon request (typically when a train is acquired by a throttle).

Locomotives are automatically added to the operative memory when they are selected by a throttle. Each
locomotive, including each consist member of a stored consist, occupies one entry in the “stack” of the
CS-105. Upon powerup of the CS-105, this memory is empty, and the stored consists are loaded into it.
The memory never gets full, because unused locomotives are automatically removed from the stack as
needed.

The number of currently operating locomotives can be viewed in the Status screen. The CS-105 supports
up to 260 locomotives in the operative memory.

9 This behavior is the intention of CV21/22 for CV19 consists.
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5.3.3 Start-up behavior
When the Command Station powers up, it emits for approximately 1 second alternating DCC Broadcast
Digital DecoderReset commands, and M/M Broadcast Speed Zero commands. This ensures that there are
no runaway locomotives without the control of a throttle. Afterwards the regular (idle) packet sequence
takes over.

In order for this start-up sequence to be effective, we recommend powering up the boosters of a layout first,
then the command station.

5.3.4 Packet prioritization and repetition
The CS-105 prioritizes packets to locomotives to achieve the best combination of fast response and
reliability. Upon a change on a throttle (such as changing the speed or turning a function on and off),
high-priority packets are going to be emitted to the track as soon as possible; then later low-priority packets
are going to repeat this information; finally, refresh packets are going to keep repeating the locomotive state
forever.

Refresh packets are emitted for DCC decoders for speed and functions F0-F12; for M/M decoders speed
and F0-F4.

The DCC bandwidth usage can be viewed in the Status screen, aggregated to a 10-second window and a
10-minute window.

5.3.5 RailCom®-enabled DCC decoders
RailCom-enabled locomotives do not need packets to be repeated, therefore saving a significant amount of
DCC bandwidth. We recommend using RailCom-enabled locomotives, deploying RailCom-enabled
Boosters such as the TCS B-106, and enabling RailCom channel 2 transmissions in the decoders (CV28 bit
2 = 1).

The number of currently operating RailCom-enabled locomotives can be viewed in the Status screen.

5.3.6 Heartbeat
The CS-105 can continuously verify that a throttle controlling a moving train is operational, recognizing and
stopping runaway trains that may be due to throttle malfunctions, dead batteries, wiring or wireless issues.
This is accomplished by sending the throttle an LCC message, which it shall automatically or manually
respond to, indicating that it is alive and intending to control that locomotive. A stopped train never
generates heartbeat messages. When a throttle releases a train, the heartbeat checking also stops. For
each train only the last assigned throttle will be checked.

A configuration option in DCC System Settings > Advanced Settings controls this feature. Setting the option
to zero disables throttle heartbeats.

5.3.7 Speed mapping
The CS-105 translates the speed steps of the selected DCC or M/M protocol to the scale speed of 0 to 126
mph reported to the LCC throttles. This means that even if a decoder is driven with 14 or 28 speed steps,
the throttles will always appear at 126 mph maximum speed.

The recommendation is that for speed matching purposes the locomotive decoders should be configured
with a speed table that defines 1 (of 126) speed steps as 1 scale mph; for example, calibrate the locomotive
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to run with 32 scale mph at speed step 32, with 50 scale mph at speed step 50, etc . This makes the10

throttle display a speedometer, and any two locomotives can be consisted together.

TODO - Museum Mode

6 DCC Decoder Programming

6.1 Mainline Programming
Mainline programming, also known as Operations mode or “OPS” programming is a method by which you
can configure a DCC Decoder’s CVs (Configuration Variables) while “in operation” on the mainline track. All
locomotives can continue operating while a locomotive is being programmed using Mainline Programming.
For more information on mainline programming, please refer to our help article on the subject
https://docs.tcsdcc.com/wiki/Support_-_DCC_Programming_Track

6.1.1 OPS mode programming with RailCom®
When programming a DCC decoder on the mainline, the CS-105 will attempt to use the NMRA standard for
decoder feedback (also known as RailCom®). For this to succeed, the following requirements have to be
met:

● The decoder must support RailCom®.
● RailCom addressed feedback must be enabled in the decoder (CV28 bit 2 must be set; typical

values are CV28=3 or CV28=131). If you’re unsure, you can place the locomotive on the
Programming Track to read the value of CV28.

● RailCom Cutout must be enabled in the CS-105 settings (DCC System Settings > Advanced >
Railcom Cutout > enabled).

● The locomotive must be
○ on the track directly connected to the CS-105’s Mainline track output, OR
○ on track powered by a RailCom-aware booster connected to the LCC port (such as the

B-106), and DCC System Settings > Advanced > Drive LCC Boosters > Enabled must be set
(as opposed to Enabled with no RailCom).

If you program a DCC decoder in OPS mode on the main which does support RailCom®, the decoder has
the ability to provide feedback to the command station which acknowledges that a programming command
has successfully completed. Similarly, the decoder can also send data to the command station, including
CV values, meaning that you will be able to read the CV values.

6.1.2 OPS mode programming without RailCom®
When the above listed conditions are not met, you cannot read the value of a CV, nor does the command
station have definitive certainty that a programming command was received and acted upon by the
decoder. You will see a message when trying to read or program a CV indicating that there was no RailCom
feedback. This is not an error message; when users without RailCom® feedback perform OPS mode
programming, they just assume writes to have worked.

10 The configuration will necessarily have to stop increasing the locomotive’s actual speed beyond a certain speed
step, once the prototypical maximum speed is reached.
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6.2 Programming Track Programming
Programming Track programming, also known as Service Mode Programming is a method by which you
can configure a DCC Decoder’s CVs while using a dedicated, isolated track. Connect your isolated
programming track to the black screw terminals on your CS-105.

NOTE: While the Programming Track is in use, the CS-105 will turn off the mainline and all auxiliary
boosters. To avoid unexpected shutdowns, we recommend disabling the Programming Track
Access during operating sessions using DCC System Settings > Advanced > Program Track Access
> unavailable.

The use of a programming track is the only guaranteed way to be able to read back the values of CVs from
a decoder. For more information on mainline programming, please refer to our help article on the subject:
Support - DCC Programming Track - TCS Documentation11

When entering programming mode from the TCS throttle, the command station will continue to power the
mainline until you actually send a programming command to either read or write a CV. After your first read
or write action, the command station will remain in programming mode for 30 seconds before automatically
exiting and returning to the main. If you send any additional programming commands before the 30 second
timeout, the timer will refresh and begin the countdown again. This method of handling the programming
track is intended to limit downtime of the mainline in the event that an operator does not exit programming
track mode on a larger club layout for example. On the other hand, the timeout provides ample time to allow
for an operator or a program such as JMRI to send additional programming commands if they intend to
program multiple CV’s at the same time.

You can also trigger the timeout to end immediately by exiting the programming menu on the TCS throttle.
Doing so will send a message to the command station to return to the main without any additional input
from the operator. TODO/planned.

6.2.1 Direct Mode Programming
Direct mode programming, also known as “direct bit” or “bit manipulation” programming is a more
time-efficient method of programming a DCC decoder, and is the default programming method used by the
command station. When reading a CV, Direct mode programming works by querying a decoder for the state
of each bit within a CV. The decoder will provide different acknowledgements for 1’s or 0’s within the CV.
The command station can then convert the binary result into a decimal value and display it on the throttle in
a readable way. Any Direct mode programming instruction always takes the same amount of time to
complete, regardless of the CV number or CV value.

To access Direct Mode Programming, you do not need to specially select it. Simply use your TCS throttle
menu and select “Program Track” from the CV Programming menu.

For more technical information on how Direct mode programming works, see NMRA standard S-9.2.3.

6.2.2 Paged Mode Programming
Paged mode programming is an older, slower method of programming a DCC decoder compared to Direct
Mode Programming (described above). The CS-105 has partial support for Paged Mode programming;
writing a CV is supported, but reading a CV is not.

11 https://docs.tcsdcc.com/wiki/Support_-_DCC_Programming_Track
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In order to access Paged Mode Programming, you need to specifically select it. To do this, enter the CV
Programming menu on the TCS throttle, select “Advanced,” and then select “Paged Mode.”

To use Register Mode programming, select Paged Mode Programming, but write only CVs 1 through 5.
Register Mode Programming only supports 5 CVs.

For more technical information on how Paged mode and Register mode programming works, see NMRA
standard S-9.2.3.

6.3 DCC Address Programming
The instructions outlined in this section assume the use of a TCS throttle. The process for programming a
DCC decoder address has been specifically crafted to make the user experience fluid and painless. The
command station will perform some actions for you, unlike with many other systems where every action
must be done manually.

To begin programming an address, enter the menu on the TCS throttle, select “4 CV Programming” and
then select “3 DCC Address” from the list of options as shown below.

The system will then ask you to place a locomotive on the programming track.

If you do not place a locomotive on the programming track, or there is some issue in communicating with
the decoder on the programming track, an error message will display stating that the loco/decoder was not
detected.

If there is a locomotive on the track and there is a good connection, the command station will perform a
sequence of read operations in order to determine the current address(es) of the decoder. The information
that will be displayed (as applicable) is:

● Current Address, including an indication for Short/Long format.
● Current Consist Address (Will not display if there is no consist address programmed)
● Consist Direction (If applicable)
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Here are some examples:

6.3.1 Short Address Programming
The two-digit "Short" address is stored in CV 1 and has a valid range of values from 1 to 127. A value
higher than 127 is invalid for short addressing. If you would like to program your locomotive with an address
(such as a road number) which is greater than 127, you must use a 4-digit "Long" address as described in
the section below. Per the NMRA spec, CV 1 cannot be modified on the main via operations (OPS) mode
programming; therefore, you must use a dedicated DCC programming track to change a short address.

Note: By default, all DCC decoders ship in the two-digit "short" addressing format with a value of 3.

To program a short address, select option “1 Set Short Address” from the DCC Address menu, then enter
an address between 1 and 127, followed by the “Save” button. A value of 0 may be invalid, or set up special
operational modes depending on the decoder. Refer to your decoder manufacturer’s documentation for
more information on CV 1.

6.3.2 Long Address Programming
To program a long address, select option “2 Set Long Address” from the DCC Address menu.

Enter a long address using the keypad or encoder-based thumbwheel, then press “Save”. The command
station will support DCC Long addresses from 0000 to 10239. Your decoder may or may not support
addresses above 9999. Check with your manufacturer if you are unsure.

Note: It is possible to set a Long address which falls within the short address range (1-127). If you
would like to select a long address within the short address range, you must add an extra “0” before
the rest of the address when entering it into the throttle. For example, address 10L would be entered
as “010” in the select loco screen. To select long address 0 (zero), type “00” into the select loco
dialog.
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After pressing “Save” the command station will change the address to the value you have entered, and will
also change the address format from short to long if applicable.

6.3.3 Consist Address (CV 19) Programming
The steps in this section will demonstrate how to set up and/or clear CV 19 consists. Note that this method
of consist programming is not in any way related to the TCS Command Station’s internal consisting
method. CV 19 consists are typically a “portable” way to create consists, since the consisting information is
stored within the decoders themselves, and not in the command station. Setting up a consist in this way,
and also using CV 21 and CV 22 allows you to make and manage consists that can be used identically on
any manufacturer’s command station.

Note: CV 19 consisting and Short addresses use the same 2-digit address space. For this reason, it is
important to keep in mind that there could be potential conflicts with other decoders running on the same
2-digit address as your consist. It is also not possible to simultaneously use a short address and a consist
address for the same decoder. Some decoder manufacturers allow for control of decoders on a long
address and a consist address at the same time for different functions.

While a CV 19 consist is active, the motor control will always be ignored from the “base address.” The
“base address” is the normal address the decoder would use when not in a consist.

To get started, select “4 Set Consist Address” from the DCC Address menu

Next, the system will ask you to enter a consist address. You may use the keypad or an encoder-based
thumbwheel to change the value. Note that the maximum value is 127. CV 19 consists use Bit 7 of the CV
to select the direction, meaning you have 127 forward and 127 reverse values.

After entering the address for your consist, the system will ask you to select the direction of this unit within
the consist. This will set or clear bit 7 of CV19 as mentioned in the previous step.
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After selecting the direction, the command station will program the decoder with the consist address you
set.

If you would like to remove the CV 19 consist address from a decoder, select option “3 Clear Consist
Address” from the DCC Address menu.

7 Configuration

7.1 Factory Reset
The CS-105 can be returned to all factory settings by sending a special command through LCC. In JMRI,
select menu > LCC > Send Frame. In the dialog, find the section with “Send OpenLCB addressed message
to”, and select in the dropdown the CS-105 command station.

In the Contents field, type “20 AA”, then press the Send Datagram button. After a few seconds, the CS will
reboot.

Factory Reset clears all consists, all Roster entries, removes the WiFi connections including password, sets
all settings back to the factory default, and switches the CS-105 WiFi into AP mode.

WARNING: Factory Reset permanently erases data and can not be undone.

7.2 Push Button Track Power On/Off
Pressing the push button on the CS-105 briefly will turn off (disable) track power. This acts on the entire
layout, including auxiliary boosters. Press the button again to turn on (enable) track power. LED1 will be
constant off when track power is disabled. When track power is enabled, LED1 will be on.
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7.3 Push Button Configuration Mode
Push Button Configuration provides a basic means of configuring the CS-105 using only the push button
and status LEDs on the device.

At any time, Push Button Configuration Mode can be entered by pressing and holding down the push
button for 10 seconds. Once all of the four status LEDs appear solid on, the CS-105 is in Push Button
Configuration Mode. In this mode you have 30 seconds to select the configuration action you want to do by
pressing the push button briefly one to five times. If the button is not pressed again for 30 seconds, the
CS-105 will automatically exit Push Button Configuration Mode and return to normal operations without
making any changes. After you make a selection, all four leds will blink as many times as your selection,
then after three such confirmations, the selected action will be executed and the CS will reboot.

If you want to cancel Push Button Configuration Mode after having made a selection, press the button
again as many times as needed for a total of 6x presses. All four LEDs will then appear solid on. In this
state you can wait for the timeout to return to normal operation.

7.3.1 Secure AP Configuration Mode Entry
This action is selected by a long press, then 1x short press.

The CS-105 will reboot and start up in WiFi Access Point Mode using WPA2 security with the currently
configured password (default is LAYOUTWIFI with password 123456789).

7.3.2 Open AP Configuration Mode Entry
This action is selected by a long press, then 2x short presses.

The CS-105 will reboot and start up in WiFi Access Point Mode using no security.

Warning: In this mode, the CS-105 is not secure. In this mode, it is relatively easy for anyone to
connect to the CS-105 with any WiFi device, intentionally or unintentionally. This mode is not
recommended for prolonged use. This mode is primarily designed to allow you to recover the
system and access the configurations for the WiFi in the event that you lose or forget your WiFi
Password.

7.3.3 WiFi Client Mode
This action is selected by a long press, then 3x short presses.

The CS-105 will reboot and start up in WiFi Client Mode. In this mode the CS-105 will automatically connect
to a nearby WiFi network for which the network name (SSID) and password was stored in the settings. The
WiFi LED will be blinking during the search and connection process.

If the WiFi LED keeps blinking, that means that the CS-105 is in WiFi Client mode, but can not find any of
the configured WiFi networks nearby, or is unable to connect, for example because the password is
incorrect.

The factory default settings have one WiFi network saved, named LAYOUTWIFI with password 123456789.

7.3.4 WPS Configuration Mode Entry
This action is selected by a long press, then 4x short presses.
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WPS is a method of easily connecting a WiFi device to a Wi-Fi Access Point or Router. Most modern WiFi
routers have a WPS push button on them that, when pressed, can allow a device to automatically and

securely connect to it. Sometimes this button is labeled with the icon .

Use the following process:

1. Make sure that the CS-105 and the WiFi access point are not too far from each other.
2. Long press the push button to enter Push Button Configuration Mode.
3. Press the WPS button on the WiFi router.
4. Press the CS-105 push button 4 times.
5. Wait. The connection procedure can take up to two minutes.

7.3.5 Remove All Custom WiFi Connection Profiles Mode Entry
This action is selected by a long press, then 5x short presses.

A WiFi Connection Profile is a small bit of information that the CS-105 stores and remembers in order to
know how to connect to a WiFi router. It is sometimes useful for the CS-105 to know how to connect to
multiple WiFi routers if, for example, it is used in multiple locations and with different WiFi networks. The
CS-105 can store up to 7 custom profiles.

When all 7 profiles are full, it is necessary to remove existing custom WiFi Connection Profiles in order to
be able to add new ones.

When this action is selected, the CS-105 will reboot, remove all stored WiFi information, and add its factory
default WiFi Connection Profile (Name: LAYOUTWIFI, password: 123456789).

7.3.6 Exit Push Button Configuration Mode
This action is selected by a long press, then 6x short presses.

If you press the button one too many times, all four LEDs will be solid on. After 30 seconds, if no additional
buttons are pressed, Push Button Configuration Mode will be exited and normal operations will resume.
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7.3.7 Push Button Flow Chart
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7.4 WiFi Configuration
It may be desirable to change the WiFi Name (SSID), and/or password of the command station – for
example, if your command station will be traveling with you to a train show. In this case, using the default
WiFi name and Password may expose your layout to unwanted tampering or cross-talk with throttles and
command stations using the same configuration. To address this, there are several methods you can use to
modify the WiFi settings.

7.4.1 Web Server Based Configuration
The CS-105 has a built-in web server that can serve up a graphical configuration interface to any
connected device with a web browser such as a computer, smartphone, or tablet. In order to launch the
configuration interface perform the following steps:

Access Point mode:

1. Switch the CS-105 into Access Point Mode (either open or secure), for example using the push
button configuration method.

2. Connect your computer, smartphone, or tablet to the WiFi network provided by the CS-105. Make
sure that your device does not have any other form of internet access (disable cellular service
internet access for example).

3. Open a web browser (e.g. Internet Explorer, Edge, Firefox, Google Chrome, or Safari).
4. In the address bar, type 10.0.0.1 or my.tcsdcc.com and press enter.

Client mode:

In order to use the Web Server configuration while the CS-105 is in WiFi Client mode, you have to
determine the IP address that the CS-105 received from your WiFi network. There are multiple ways to do
this:

● If you can connect JMRI through an LCC cable, open the configuration dialog of the CS-105, then
look in the Status segment for “WiFi IP Address”.

● If you can connect a TCS throttle, select Settings > DCC System Settings > Status > WiFi IP
Address.

● You might be able to look up IP addresses in your WiFi router’s administrative interface.

Given the IP address, use the following procedure:

1. Connect your computer, smartphone, or tablet to the same WiFi network as the CS-105 is
connected to.

2. Open a web browser (e.g. Internet Explorer, Edge, Firefox, Google Chrome, or Safari).
3. In the address bar, type the IP address and press enter.

Configuration settings:

On the webpage that appears, you can modify the WiFi Name (SSID) and password of the Access Point
configuration, or add another WiFi profile for connecting to, say, a router.

1. Firstly, you may choose to change the “WiFi Mode” from ‘Access Point’ to ‘Client’
!!WARNING!! Do not set the system from Access Point mode to Client mode before configuring a
new Client mode connection profile! Doing so will essentially disable WiFi connectivity to the
system. If you find yourself locked out, use the push button configuration method to switch the
CS-105 to Access Point mode.
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2. Under “Access Point Configuration” you can modify the WiFi name and password of the system
when it is set to run in Access Point mode.

3. Under the “Add WiFi” section, you can add WiFi names and passwords for connections you would
like the command station to connect to in Client mode. Press the “Add” button after entering a new
SSID and password to add it to the list of profiles. You can store up to 7 WiFi profiles total.

4. At the bottom of the page is a list of profiles saved in the system. You can click the check box next
to one or more profiles and then press the “Remove Selected Profiles” button to delete those
profiles.

5. After adding WiFi profile or changing the WiFi mode, you have to power cycle the CS-105 for the
changes to take effect.

An example of the configuration window is shown below:

7.4.2 TCS Throttle Based Configuration
You can reconfigure the onboard AP or add new WiFi profiles to the CS-105 through the menu interface of
the TCS throttles. To do this, enter the Menu and navigate to 8 Settings > 2 DCC System Settings > 3 WiFi
Settings.
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You will be presented with the following options:

1. WiFi Mode
Allows you to change the wifi connection mode between Access Point mode and Client mode.
!!WARNING!! Do not set the system from Access Point mode to Client mode before configuring a
new Client mode connection profile via the Add Network menu! Doing so will essentially disable
WiFi connectivity to the system. If you find yourself locked out, use the push button configuration
method to switch the CS-105 to Access Point mode.

2. Access Point Configuration
You can modify the WiFi name and password of the system when it is set to run in Access Point
mode.
[TODO needs a new image - see proposal in CDI flowchart]

3. Add Network
You can add WiFi names and passwords for connections you would like the command station to
connect to in Client mode. Use “Save?” when you have set both the name and the password.

4. Saved Networks
Shows a list of network profiles saved in the system. You can make modifications to these profiles if
desired, or delete them when they are not needed anymore.

5. Uplink
Uplink is enabled by default. This feature allows you to connect the Command Station to a
LCC-enabled router for the express purpose of expanding the number of possible wireless LCC
throttle connections without the need for a PC and/or JMRI server connection.

It is important to note that no changes to the WiFi configuration will take place until the system is power
cycled.
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7.4.3 JMRI Based Configuration
The same options as described above are available through the JMRI configuration menu. JMRI
configuration works independently of the WiFi mode if JMRI is connected through the LCC cable. If you
want to connect JMRI through the WiFi interface, use the instructions under Web Server Based
Configuration to determine the IP address of the CS-105. Use this IP address and port number 12021 for
the JMRI Connection Profile.

7.4.4 WPS Based Configuration
If supported by your router, you can press the “WPS” button to attempt an automatic pairing between the
router and command station. See the instructions under “Push Button Configuration Mode” section “WPS”
subsection.

7.4.5 IP address changes
When using the CS-105 in WiFi Client mode, the CS-105 uses an IP address assigned by your WiFi router.
TCS throttles can typically detect the presence of the CS-105, but remember the last IP address for faster
connection. JMRI profiles have to be set up explicitly with the IP address. When your network router
changes the IP address of the CS-105, you might experience unexpected disruptions.

For this reason, it is recommended to set your WiFi router to always assign a fixed (static) IP address to the
command station. Refer to the administrative interface of your WiFi router to do this.

7.5 System Configuration
It is possible to configure all of the settings of the device through a TCS throttle, either wired or wireless, or
through JMRI, also either wired or wireless. The configuration process for the WiFi is described above. In
addition to WiFi configuration, you can also change other settings which are detailed in the sub-sections
below. To access the configuration options for the CS-105 through a TCS throttle, first enter the menu, then
navigate to 8 Settings > 2 DCC System Settings.

You can find a complete flowchart of the menu structure on our website. You can also refer to the help text
for any menu option through the built-in help function of the throttle available by using the [?] button. JMRI
displays the help text for every setting.

7.5.1 User Info Settings
The User Info Settings may be used to change the display name and description of the device as it appears
on a network. You can give your system a friendly name, such as “Joe” and a description, such as “My new
favorite command station”.
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7.5.2 System Settings
The System Settings Menu Tree allows you to configure the characteristics of the track output and DCC
features. The short circuit protection can be modified from within the Track Output sub-menu, and you can
enable or disable features via the Advanced Options menu.

7.5.3 WiFi Settings
See the WiFi Configuration section.

7.5.4 Macros
The CS-105 can be set up to use and control Macros. These macros could be a sequence of turnout throws
on accessory decoders in order to set a route, or events that occur from a particular trigger. Macros and
Macro Configuration are described in detail in supplementary documentation which can be found on the
TCS website.

7.5.5 Status
The Status Menu displays a variety of useful information about the system, such as the track voltage, track
current, IP address and MAC address, DCC Bandwidth usage, and more! To check the individual values on
the throttle, press the [?] button on a highlighted entry.

7.6 Configuration Backup and Restore
The JMRI Configuration window has a “Backup” and “Restore” button to save and restore the entire system
configuration of the CS-105.

Note: Passwords are not saved in the backup for security reasons.

Note: The locomotive Roster, Macros, and Consists are not saved to the backup. There will be a
separate mechanism developed for backing up the CS-105’s internal database.

TODO: provide instructions on how to back up and restore the internal configurations, including the roster.
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8 LCC CAN bus
In addition to LCC over WiFi, the CS-105 supports LCC over CAN using the dual RJ-45 sockets. In order to
perform well electrically, CAN requires a linear topology. Short stubs may be used, but should ideally be
used sparingly and kept under 6 feet or 2 meters. If you are using other wired LCC devices, a terminator is
required at each end of the LCC CAN bus. Two of these terminators are included with the system. It is easy
to know if a LCC CAN bus has been properly terminated, because there will be no unused RJ-45 sockets.

The CS-105 supplies power to the LCC cable, 400 mA in each direction.

9 Updating the Software Version
The CS-105 features a bootloader which can be used to perform software updates on the system in the
field at any time, assuming you have access to a firmware file. You can check the software version of the
system by using a TCS throttle and navigating to 8 Settings > 2 DCC System Settings > Status and then
scrolling down until you see “SW Ver:”

There are multiple methods by which you can update the firmware on the CS-105. You may update the
device wirelessly over WiFi, or wired through the LCC bus. Whichever method you choose to use, the first
step is to enter the bootloader. In order to access the bootloader on the CS-105:

1. Start with the device in an unpowered state. Unplug it if necessary.
2. Press and hold the button on the face of the device while plugging in the power.
3. Continue to hold the button for approximately 3 to 5 seconds. Release the button once you see LED

1 and LED 4 on the LCC header begin to alternately blink back and forth quickly. (Status LEDs are
described in detail in Section 1.)

Once you are in bootloader mode, you are ready to begin the firmware update process.

Note: When updating the firmware via an LCC cable using JMRI, the CS-105 will be switched from
operational state to bootloader automatically, thus you can skip these steps. The switchover process
disrupts WiFi connections, thus to update over WiFi, you must start from bootloader mode.

AUTHORING NOTE: We could direct people to the website documentation for other methods, but should
detail at least the DEPOT process here. That content is already available at
https://tcsdcc.com/update_with_depot

TODO TODO Describe how to perform the update over a wired connection. We need to have instructions
available for customers to update the firmware in their boosters or LT-50’s for example.

9.1 Updating Through D.E.P.O.T.
You must have the most recent version of TCS D.E.P.O.T. installed on your computer to download and
install this update into your device. If you do not have the program installed, you can download D.E.P.O.T.
from the TCS website. Even if you already have the program installed, it needs to be updated to the latest
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version in order for the firmware update process to work properly.
Note: If during the update process the installer reports that Bonjour SDK was corrupted, select the "repair"
option and proceed as normal.

If TCS D.E.P.O.T. is not supported on your PC, visit the TCS website for alternative instructions. TCS
D.E.P.O.T. is not supported on 32-bit operating systems.

1. The CS-105 and the PC you will be using to perform the update through D.E.P.O.T. must be on the
same WiFi network before you power down the command station. You may use the AP mode of the
command station, or a secondary WiFi such as your home wifi, but they must be connected to each
other. If you do not do this, D.E.P.O.T. will never see your device and will not be able to update it.

2. Place the CS-105 into bootloader mode as described at the beginning of this section.
3. Launch D.E.P.O.T. and Log In using your TCS User Credentials. If you have not yet created login

credentials, visit the TCS website to sign up. The new patch file(s) will not become available until
you Log In. To Log In, click the "Log In" button in the upper right of the screen.

4. Navigate to “Update Devices” and follow the instructions on the screen.
5. Select the firmware file from the drop-down box on the right
6. Wait for D.E.P.O.T. to find your device. This process can take up to a minute depending on your

network environment and signal strength. If your device is not found automatically, you can attempt
to manually enter the IP Address and Port Number; otherwise, refer to the troubleshooting
instructions for DEPOT found on our website:
https://tcsdcc.com/update_with_depot#troubleshooting

7. Once you have the file selected and the device is shown in the box on the right, press “write” to
begin the updating process.

NOTE: Your login credentials for TCS D.E.P.O.T. are not the same as the credentials used to shop
with TCS. These accounts are separate. If you are having trouble logging into D.E.P.O.T., please contact
our technical support staff for assistance.

AUTHORING NOTE Alternatively we could also describe how to use the web interface
https://tcsdcc.com/update_with_web

9.2 Updating Through Web Interface
The Web Server Based Configuration described in this guide under the WiFi Configuration section also
features a method by which you can update the firmware of the device. This procedure is the same for any
operating system, but currently applies primarily for users who are on Mac or Linux which currently do not
have support for TCS D.E.P.O.T.

The Web Interface updating process is significantly faster than other methods of updating firmware;
however, it does have the downside of not being automatic in the same ways as TCS D.E.P.O.T., such as
automatic firmware file downloads and auto detect/connect.

Prerequisites

● The firmware file for your device must be available on the computer you will be using to update.
These files usually have an extension “.bin”.

● A WiFi access point connected and paired to the computer and the device you are updating.
(Otherwise, see AP mode instructions below)
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To search for and download a firmware file for your product, visit the TCS website .12

Note: After downloading, it is recommended that you copy or move the firmware file into a safe place that is
easy to find, and not your downloads folder.

To reduce the possibility of mistakes and confusion, we recommend ensuring that you connect only the
TCS device you are planning to update to the device performing the update. It is recommended, but not
necessary, that you also shut down any active JMRI WiThrottle servers.

1. Use the instructions under 7.4.1 Web Server Based Configuration to open the CS-105’s builtin
web-page.

2. Use the instructions under 9 Updating the Software Version to switch the device to bootloader
mode. There will be a brief disruption to the CS-105’s WiFi connection.

3. If you are using Access Point mode, ensure that your device is still connected to the CS-105’s WiFi.
4. Press Reload in your web browser window showing the CS-105 web page. A new menu item

“Firmware Update” will appear:

5. Click the "Firmware Update" tab at the top. It will take a few seconds to load the new page, which
looks like this:

12 https://tcsdcc.com/firmware
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pressed 7 at the start of the throttle) AND B) your bootloader is at least version 1.4 (will display on
the screen).

6. To load the Firmware file, click the "Browse" button, and choose the desired “.bin” file.
NOTE: This file may be located in your Downloads folder. If you copied or moved the file
somewhere else, you will need to go find it in the file browser that appears.

7. Click the "Update" button and wait for the process to complete. It should only take a few seconds to
complete. The command station will reboot automatically into the new firmware when done.

10 Troubleshooting Guide

10.1 Diagnostic LED Overview

FB = Fast Blink, SB = Slow Blink, X = Don't Care

LED
Description

PWR 1
Track

2
LCC

3
WiFi

4
Error

OFF X X X X No incoming power, check the power supply.

ON X X X Pattern Software error, note pattern & contact TCS support.

ON X X FB X Searching for and/or connecting to an external WiFi
Access Point.

ON X X ON X WiFi connected to an external Access Point or Router.
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ON X X OFF X WiFi Access Point mode.

ON X X X ON WiFi Full. The limit of how many WiFI devices /
throttles can be connected to the CS-105 is reached.

ON ON X X X Track power enabled.

ON OFF X X X Track power disabled (E-Off).

ON FB X X X Short circuit detected.

ON SB X X X Thermal overload detected.

ON X ON X X CAN bus connected.

ON X OFF X X CAN bus disconnected.

ON X FB X X LCC activity (TX).

ON ON ON ON ON Configuration mode, will exit this mode after 30
seconds of inactivity.

ON one to five synchronous blinks Configuration mode, waiting to commit a configuration
change. The change will be committed after 12
seconds.

ON FB X X FB Firmware upgrade mode.

LED1 & LED4 alternating blinks

10.1.1 Troubleshooting Steps
Problem: There is no power on the track output (Mainline)

Check the Power LED

● The Track LED is off

Check the Power Supply. If the power supply is unplugged, plug it in and check the Power
LED. If the Power LED remains off, make sure that the power supply > wall cord is securely
installed and is plugged into a live socket. If the socket is not live, check for tripped circuit
breakers, etc.

The power supply from TCS should include an on-board Blue LED which indicates that the
power supply is operational. If this Blue LED on the power supply is not lit, the power supply
is not receiving input power, or is otherwise not functioning.

● The Track LED is on

System is receiving incoming power; Continue to the next steps.

Check the Track LED.

● The Track LED is off.

The track power has been turned off. You will also see a “POWER OFF” label on TCS throttles.
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To turn on track power again, briefly press the button on the CS. On a TCS throttle, press the red
E-Stop button, then confirm that you want to turn on track power. Alternatively, select Menu >
Settings > Track Power > Set Power On.

● The Track LED is blinking rapidly (2 Hz).

There is a short circuit on the track output of the CS-105.

Remove the short-circuit. Check for derailed trains, incorrectly lined turnouts, reversing loop
polarity, or wiring problems, such as a locomotive bridging to an incorrectly wired
neighboring booster district.

After the short circuit is removed, the track output will be switched on automatically in a few
seconds.

If this problem occurs frequently without an apparent short circuit, increase the current limits
set under DCC System Settings > Track Output. If you’ve reached the maximum current
limits, you may need one or more auxiliary Boosters such as the B-106 for your layout.

● The Track LED is blinking slowly (once every 4 seconds).

The CS-105 has overheated and disabled power output for safety.

Once the device cools down to a moderate temperature, the power output will be enabled
automatically.

TCS has verified that under normal room temperature the CS-105 can operate at the
maximum power output for an indefinite amount of time without overheating.

If this problem occurs frequently, verify that there is sufficient air circulation around the
CS-105. Do not mount the CS-105 in an enclosed space such as in a drawer. Do not cover
the venting grills on the front or the back of the CS-105. If the device is operating in a hot
climate, we recommend mounting the CS-105 vertically on a wall, with the Auxiliary Cab
connector upwards, and at least two inches of space above and below the unit.

● The Track LED is on.

The CS-105 is providing power to the Mainline terminals.

Verify your wiring. The track should be connected to the A and B terminals on the Mainline
output (green plug).

Problem: the system has stopped responding and LED 4 is blinking in a pattern

In this condition, the system has encountered a software error.

Most crash conditions can be cleared by power cycling the system. Remove power, wait at
least 5 seconds, and reapply power. If the issue continues, or is repeatable, record the blink
pattern, and contact TCS Technical support for assistance.

Problem: there is no menu item called “DCC System Settings” in the Settings menu on the UWT
throttle.

The throttle is set to operate in WiThrottle Protocol mode. In this mode the Throttle is not
communicating directly with the TCS command station, and thus can not view or modify any
settings.
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Set the Connection Mode to LCC by Menu > [6] Networks > [1] Current Network > [3]
Connect Mode > LCC.

Problem: there is no menu item called “Roster Settings” in the Settings menu on the UWT throttle.

No locomotive is selected.

Select a locomotive first to adjust its Roster Settings. In dual throttle mode on the UWT-100,
it is always the left-hand throttle that is used for Roster Settings. When controlling a consist,
the current cab is used for Roster Settings.

Problem: the UWT throttle says “WiThr Server not found”

The throttle is set to operate in WiThrottle Protocol mode. To use a UWT with the CS-105,
the LCC mode should be selected.

In the menu shown, scroll down to [5] Change LCC/WT Mode and select LCC.

Problem: the UWT throttle says “LCC Server not found”

Check the WiFi LED.

● The WiFi LED is off.

The CS-105 is in Access Point Mode, and your throttle is connected to the wrong WiFi
network (not the CS-105).

Select [6] Open Network Menu > [2] Saved Networks. Pick the network name that the
CS-105 broadcasts (default LAYOUTWIFI). Select [2] Connect Now.

If you intend to use the CS-105 in WiFi Client mode with an external WiFi router, then you
need to switch the CS-105 into WiFi Client mode. See the Push Button Configuration section
on how to do that.

● The WiFi LED is blinking.

The CS-105 is in WiFi Client mode, but not connected to your WiFi network.

Ensure that you correctly configured the WiFi network name and password for your desired
WiFi. See the WiFi Configuration section.

This error might also happen if the WiFi signal strength is too low at the location of the
CS-105. Move your UWT to be near the CS-105, and read the signal strength on the display.
If you can see at least two bars, this is certainly not an issue; with one bar the CS-105 would
still likely work correctly.

● The WiFi LED is on.

The CS-105 is in WiFi Client mode, and correctly connected to your WiFi network.

Verify that the UWT throttle is connected to the same WiFi network as the CS-105 is
configured to connect to.

It is possible that the auto-detection of the command station does not work on your WiFi
network. Press Try Again a few times to re-try. If it does not work, then you may need to
manually set the IP address of the CS-105 on the throttle. Refer to the Web Server Based
Configuration > Client Mode section to determine the IP address of your CS-105. On the
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throttle, select [2] Set IP address. Enter the IP address (usually the first three numbers are
pre-filled for you and you only need to enter the last number) and press Save. Before you go
through this process, it is helpful to set the CS-105 to a fixed IP address in the administrative
interface of your WiFi router.

● The WiFi Full LED is on.

There are too many WiFi throttles connected to the CS-105.

You need an LCC hub / repeater to connect more than 10 WiFi throttles in WiFi Client mode.
JMRI comes with such a software, and it can be activated via the LCC menu > Start Hub.
You may need to use [2] Set IP Address on the throttle to fix it to your JMRI computer’s IP
address.

Problem: cannot select any locomotive (error 1030).

This problem generally means that the throttle is connected to the LCC network, but the CS-105 command
station is not.

Select Menu > [8] Settings > [2] DCC System Settings. If you get a message “No DCC
System found”, then you can be certain that the throttle is unable to talk to the CS-105 via
the LCC network. (If this menu is not there, see above for “there is no menu item called DCC
System Settings”.)

● All LEDs are off.

There is no power input on the CS-105.

Verify that the power supply is correctly plugged in.

● The Track LED and the WiFi Full/Error LED are rapidly blinking in an alternating fashion.

The CS-105 is in bootloader mode.

Make sure that there is no object accidentally pressing the pushbutton on the CS-105.
Remove all objects from the front and back of the CS in 2” distance for safety reasons.

To exit bootloader mode, remove the power from the CS-105, wait two seconds for all lights
to go out, then plug in power again.

If the alternate blinking resumes after power cycling the device, then the software upgrade of
the CS-105 has failed and there is no operational software present. You need to download
and apply a correct software update. See the Updating the Software Version section.

● General LCC connectivity troubleshooting.

Go through the steps above for the Problem: the UWT throttle says “LCC Server not found”.

If you are using JMRI, open the LCC menu > Configure Nodes. Press the Refresh button on
the bottom of the screen. You should be seeing both the CS-105 and the UWT throttle in the
list.

If the UWT throttle is missing, then likely your throttle is connected to the wrong WiFi
network.
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If the CS-105 is missing, then verify the connection between JMRI and the CS-105. Check
the main PanelPro window for a red error message.

If you’re using wired connection on the CS, check the LCC LED, it should be solid on. Check
your USB-LCC adapter, verify that the LCC cables are all plugged in and the terminators are
correctly connected at both ends of the LCC line. There has to be exactly two terminators at
the two ends. If you are using wired Throttle Panels from TCS, check the TERM jumper:
when this is on, that panel acts as a terminator itself.

Problem: cannot select a locomotive (error 80000).

This error happens on wired LCC throttles when the LCC cabling has a problem.

See the General LCC connectivity troubleshooting above for LCC cabling-related tips.

Problem: The LCC-USB adapter has its lights blinking rapidly, and in JMRI’s LCC Connection
Monitor there are many short messages scrolling faster than I can read.

This happens when the CS-105 is connected to JMRI via both WiFi and the LCC CAN-bus
cable, and a loop is created in the LCC network. The loop makes the network inoperational.

Remove either the WiFi or the wired connection between JMRI and the CS-105. You may
need to temporarily unplug the USB-LCC adapter from your computer, quit JMRI, or switch
the CS-105 into Access Point mode to let the LCC network recover.

If you are using an LCC-USB adapter for JMRI, the LCC cable is plugged into the CS-105,
the CS-105 is in WiFi Client mode and you also use the LCC Menu > Start Hub in JMRI,
then you need to disable the Uplink feature in the CS-105 WiFi Configuration. Select
Settings > DCC System Settings > WiFi Settings > Uplink > Enable Uplink > disabled.

Problem: “No programming track found” message when selecting CV Programming > Program
Track or DCC Address.

● The programming track is disabled by configuration.

Go to Settings > [2] DCC System Settings > [2] System Settings > [2] Advanced Options >
[6] Program Track Access. Verify that it is set to “automatic switchover”.

● Connectivity problem.

Try to select and operate a locomotive. If you are getting an error, see above for “Problem:
cannot select any locomotive (error 1030)”.

Problem: All auxiliary Boosters are inoperational (no power output).

● The LCC Booster output is disabled.

Go to Settings > [2] DCC System Settings > [2] System Settings > [2] Advanced Options >
[9] Drive LCC Boosters. Ensure that it is set to Enabled or Enabled with no RailCom.

Problem: Can not turn on headlight on this specific locomotive.

Other functions work, and headlight on other locomotives also works. Sometimes the headlight comes on in
only one direction but not in the other.

● The MU switch is set for that locomotive.
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Review the Headlight MU Switch section of this manual to understand how to operate the
MU Switch.

Go to Menu > Settings > Roster Settings > F0 > MU Switch and set it to Solo Unit.

● Directional headlight is set for that locomotive.

Press F0 again after changing direction. to turn on the headlight in the other direction.
Review the Directional Control section of this manual to understand how to operate a
directional headlight.

Go to Menu > Settings > Roster Settings > F0 > Directional and set it to disabled.

● Wiring or decoder setup problem in that locomotive.

Verify the wiring and the decoder setup in the locomotive. Try factory reset on the decoder.

10.2 WiFi Performance
While WiFi as a wireless standard is fairly resilient, There are a number of steps that can be taken to
maximize the overall performance. A general rule for the best performance is to mount the stationary
equipment as high as reasonably possible with a clear line of sight between the wireless base station
(CS-105 or external WiFi Access Point or Router) and any wireless accessories such as throttles. Try to
stay clear of metal objects such as ductwork.

10.2.1 No External WiFi Access Point or Router Used
The built-in WiFi antenna is optimized for its compactness within the CS-105 enclosure. The distance and
placement between the CS-105 and other connected WiFi accessories (throttles) is more critical in this
mode. Experimenting with the location and orientation of the CS-105 may be required to maximize
performance.

10.2.2 External WiFi Access Point or Router used
In this mode, the best performance can be achieved with WiFi routers that have two or more antennas. This
is called antenna diversity, and it provides multiple redundant and diverse paths for the wireless signal.
Experiment with the antenna orientation to achieve the best performance. Typically the best performance
will be achieved by orienting each antenna differently (90o or 45o apart). Do not orient an antenna directly
towards the CS-105 or yourself, because the WiFi signal is not emitted towards the direction where the
antenna is pointing to, but rather perpendicular from the tip of the antenna. Vertical antenna orientation is
usually a good starting point.

10.2.3 Mesh WiFi
In recent years, WiFi mesh network solutions have become more prevalent. The CS-105 intentionally uses
2.4GHz WiFi to achieve maximum range. The vast majority of model railroad layouts do not require more
than one WiFi Access Point. The best performance is typically achieved with a single WiFi Access Point
centrally located.

The CS-105 and the UWT throttles provide fast and reliable train control with as little as one to two bars of
WiFi signal strength. A switch to a different Access Point or Mesh Point is necessary only when the signal
strength occasionally falls to zero bars. For this reason, UWT throttles very rarely jump between Mesh
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Points (roaming). If you want to force roaming, you can select Menu > [6] Networks > [1] Current Network >
[2] Reconnect to reconnect the throttle to the access point with the strongest signal.
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11 Possible Trademarks to Acknowledge
● RailCom

● NCE Bus

● XpressNet

● JMRI

● Wi-Throttle/Engine Driver

● WFD-30(1)/WifiTrax

● WOWSound

● AudioAssist

● Athearn

● Internet Explorer

● Firefox

● Google Chrome

● Safari

● Digitrax, System One, Ramtraxx, Märklin, Motorola
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